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Abstract 
This paper presents an early warning decision system for uncertain network public opinion emergency based on case reasoning 
and matching method. We design the main structure modules and workflows of network public opinion emergency early warning 
decision system. Particularly, the processes of case representation, case retrieval, case modification and case learning of 
uncertain network public opinion emergency are studied in detail. Through the designed early warning decision system the 
related emergency department can rapidly evaluate the risk alarm degree and simultaneously make real-time emergency decision 
for the unexpected internet public opinion emergency with uncertain indexes. 
 
Keywords:  Network public opinion emergency, early warning, decision system, case retrieval 
 
1. Introduction 
With the environmental uncertainty increasing, the risk of unexpected network public opinion event becomes larger. The 
power of unconventional emergency is magnified by the spread of the internet public opinion. And the internet public 
opinion emergency can cause a series of political problems and do serious harm to social harmony and stability.  The 
frequently happened emergencies have caused government crisis managers attaching great importance to the work of   
network public opinion emergency warning decision [1]. Therefore, it becomes very imperative to explore the effective 
warning decision model and design the intelligent aided warning decision support system for network public opinion 
emergency.   
 At present, many researchers have established some early warning index system [2,3] and proposed some early warning 
models and decision mechanisms for network public opinion emergency [4, 5] from different aspects. Also, by employing 
technology of event tracking detection and network text retrieval, some companies have designed Fangzheng public 
opinion warning decision system [6] and Goonie network public opinion monitoring and early-warning analysis system 
[7]. Although these warning decision systems greatly aided the network public emergency real-time monitoring and 
warning decision analysis, they still lack of the effective models of fuzzy index mining, fuzzy risk calculation and alarm 
assessment for uncertain network public opinion emergency.  Moreover, network public opinion emergencies are usually 
involved with a large number of uncertain risk factors, such as cultural, social, political, economic, and environmental 
factors. Most early warning indexes of network public opinion emergency contain hybrid index attributes, including 
accurate index value and fuzzy index value like network public sentiment, content sensitivity, attention degree. Although 
Yuan [8] proposed fuzzy comprehensive risk evaluation method for network public opinion emergency on the basis of 
emergency risk index identification, and Lin [9], Li [10] introduced fuzzy early warning and gray warning decision 
models for network opinion emergency based on fuzzy rules and grey theory, the above models and methods still lack of 
dynamic ability of warning decision and direct study.  Recently, with the development of fuzzy rule reasoning and case 
reasoning in artificial intelligence field, it brings more convenience for fuzzy knowledge representation and reasoning of 
uncertain case in the process of designing aided warning decision support system. Therefore, we will introduce the fuzzy 
case-based reasoning (CBR) technology into the uncertain network public sentiment emergency early warning decision 
domain, which can make up for some shortcomings of traditional warning decision system. Through the construction of 
network public opinion emergency intelligent early warning decision system based on fuzzy case reasoning and nearest 
neighbor retrieval algorithm, we can effectively make warning decision of complex unstructured network public 
sentiment emergency, and provide an intuitionistic way for warning decision of uncertain network public opinion 
emergency. 
 
2. Key technology of Uncertain Network Public Opinion Emergency Warning Decision System 
2.1. Frame representation and organization of network public opinion emergency case  
Formalizing the network public opinion emergency as the form of case is the first step in case-based emergency reasoning 
and retrieval process. The formal model of network public opinion emergency case employs the knowledge and 
experience of emergency experts to describe case by the specific data structure pattern such as predicate logic, semantic 
network and text representation. A specific warning case is in fact an example of early warning scheme for network 
public opinion emergency problem. Case description is the premise of emergency warning, decision. Because framework 
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is more suitable for integrating risk warning index characteristics, warning decision knowledge and emergency 
experience to various network public sentiment emergencies, this paper will use the framework knowledge representation 
method [11] to depict network public opinion emergency case including the basic information and content contained in 
the case. A framework representation example of uncertain network public opinion emergency is shown as in Table 1. 
 

Table 1:  Case representation framework of uncertain network public opinion emergency  
Case No. 
Frame name:  Case name of network public opinion emergency 
 
Slot 1.      Basic information description of network public opinion emergency 
    Face 1.  Time of network public opinion emergency 
    Face 2.  Place of network public opinion emergency 

Face 3.  Problem description of network public opinion emergency 
 

Slot 2.     Risk factor characteristic description of network public opinion emergency 
    Face 1. Fuzzy risk factor 1 （ ， ， ； ， ， ；risk  index 1 face value 1 weight 1 risk index 2 face value 2 weight 2 . . 

. ）   
    Face 2.  Fuzzy risk factor 2（ ，risk  index 1 face value 1， ； ， ， ；weight 1 risk index 2 face value 2 weight 2 . . 

. ）  
      . . . 
    Face m.  Fuzzy risk factor m（ ， ， ； ， ， ；risk index 1 face value 1 weight 1 risk index 2 face value 2 weight 2 . . 

. ）   
 
Slot 3. Warning characteristic state description for network public opinion emergency 
    Face 1. Fuzzy warning index characteristic 1（ ， ， ； ，attribute 1 face value 1 weight 1 attribute 2 face value 

2， ；weight 2 . . . ）   
    Face 2. Fuzzy warning index characteristic 2（ ， ， ； ，attribute 1 face value 1 weight 1 attribute 2 face value 

2， ；weight 2 . . . ）   
     . . . 
    Face n.  Fuzzy warning index characteristic  n（ ， ， ； ，attribute  1 face value 1 weight 1 attribute 2 face value 

2， ；weight 2 . . . ）   
 
Slot 4. Warning result of uncertain network public opinion emergency 
    Face 1. Fuzzy warning degree of uncertain network public opinion emergency 
    Face 2. Fuzzy risk scale of uncertain network public opinion emergency 
 
Slot 5. The related knowledge of uncertain network public opinion emergency 
    Face 1. Cause of network public opinion emergency 
    Face 2. Evolution process and interaction law of network public opinion emergency 
    Face 3. Early warning model, pre-control strategy and emergency decision plan of uncertain network public 
opinion emergency. 

Obviously, the following procedures are the core parts in framework knowledge representation process of network public 
opinion emergency. 
(1)  First we need to describe the warning decision indexes of network public opinion emergency, including the value of 
selected index and the corresponding weight information of network public opinion emergency.                                                     
(2) Secondly, we should determine the fuzzy risk factors of network public opinion emergency, including the internal and 
external risk factors, such as network transmission speed, attention degree, sentiment strength, and economic 
environment, social environment, natural environment. the fuzzy risk value of network public opinion emergency index 
should also be assessed.  
(3) Third, we should set the warning decision solution for uncertain network opinion emergency problem, and set the 
threshold of input and output parameters of early warning assessment methods, also indicate the features, advantages of 
the selected warning decision model. 
(4) We describe the warning severity of uncertain network public opinion emergency, including the representation of 
fuzzy warning degree, the announcement form of alarm, and its comprehensive evaluation of emergency warning 
decision effect. 
Finally, by the above framework representation method system can store all the collected historical network public 
sentiment emergency in a series of related emergency knowledge table; and establish the relevant case index mechanism 
to facilitate the early warning reasoning machine searching the corresponding case frame along warning decision system 
structure level relation. Then we can make full use of advantages of SQL query to match the source case in case-base 
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according to the searched index. Due to its strong self-learning ability of network public opinion emergency warning 
decision system based on case reasoning, the emergency case-base may become larger, so we need to use fuzzy relational 
database technology to manage the fuzzy case-base of network public opinion emergencies, and utilize the computer 
configuration (PIII1000 MHZ/4G memory) to ensure the normal implementation of warning decision system. 

 
2.2. Case reasoning and retrieval for uncertain network public opinion emergency system 
Case  reasoning and retrieval in the uncertain network public opinion emergency warning decision system will implement 
the process of matching source case, modifying warning decision plan, and case learning. The designed early warning 
decision system based on case reasoning generally employs the following three retrieval methods, induction retrieval, 
knowledge-guided retrieval, nearest neighbor retrieval [12].  Clearly, the obtained early warning solution result of 
network public opinion emergency will be different according to the selected case retrieval strategy.  Since the nearest 
neighbor retrieval method is relatively convenient, we will use fuzzy nearest neighbor retrieval algorithm in the case 
reasoning process of uncertain network public sentiment emergency with framework representation form. By calculating 
the weighted similarity between the new network public opinion emergency problem and the historical emergency case 
with uncertain indexes, we can search and retrieve the "optimal" emergency source case with the largest weighted 
similarity to current emergency problem, and provide the corresponding warning strategy an decision solution for the 
unexpected network public opinion emergency.          
Generally, we set the current unknown network public opinion emergency problem as T , and suppose there are several 
historical (source) network public opinion emergency cases ),,2,1( miQi  stored in the early warning decision system, 
then the weighted similarity (matching degree) between T  and each source case iQ  can be computed by 

                                                          iQTsim ,( ） = ),( ijj
j

j qtsimw ，       mi 1 .                                        （ ）1  

where jw  is weight of j th warning decision index of network opinion emergency, ijj qt ,  are the values of the jth early 

warning index of T and iQ , respectively.    The weight of warning decision index in formula (1) reflect the importance of 
index factor in the process of network opinion emergency warning assessment and decision, which is generally obtained 
by the emergency field experts with Delph empirical method, principal component analysis, BP neural network method, 
etc.  In this paper we will use the extension of fuzzy AHP method [13] to determine the weight of uncertain network 
public opinion emergency warning decision index according to the following procedures: 
 
(1) Identify some important warning decision indexes or risk factors of uncertain network  
public opinion emergency, and establish multi-hierarchical index structure model, i.e., the top level index of network 
opinion emergency may contain network public opinion index, government ability index of coping with emergency, and 
emergency damage index. And the top risk indexes include the social risk, economic risk, natural environment risk. Also 
the top level index may include multiple sub-indexes.  
(2)  Construct the fuzzy evaluation matrix of each index regarding warning decision target, say, mn

j
igA  )( ，where 

),,( ijijij
j

i umlg   denotes the fuzzy importance degree of ith index ix ),,2,1( ni   over jth emergency warning decision 
target jg ),,2,1( mj  .   
(3) Calculate the fuzzy comprehensive extended value of the ith warning decision index of network public opinion  
emergency as 

                         1
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(4)  Calculate the weight vector of all the  warning decision indexes as ))(,),(),(( 21 nAdAdAdW   ,  where 
)( iAd  denotes the weight of the ith warning decision index, namely, the preference degree of ith index over all the other 

indexes. 
)(min)( kii SSpAd  ,         for ik  ; 
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(5) Compute the crisp weight vector of all warning decision indexes by normalization process  
                     ))(,),(),(( 21 nAdAdAdW  ；                                   （3） 

where   



n

i
iiii AdAdAdw

1

)(/)()(    is the clear weight of i th warning decision index ix . 

Table 2: Fuzzy importance degree of early warning decision index [14] 
Linguistic scale for importance  Fuzzy number mark Triangular fuzzy scale  

Equal importance             1~  (1,1,3) 
Weak important  

            3~  
(1,3,5) 

Strong important  
            5~  

(3,5,7) 

Very strong important 
 7~  

(5,7,9) 

Extremely preferred 
           9~  

(7,9,9) 

 
In order to calculate the matching degree as formula (1) between the current network opinion emergency and historical 
cases, we also need to compute the similarity between the selected warning decision indexes. According to the different 
types of indexes in network opinion emergency warning decision system, we give the following similarity measures 
between indexes. 
 
(1)  Similarity between indexes of certain symbolic type 
When two index values of network public opinion emergency are expressed as certain symbols, we only need compare the 
symbolic values ii qt ,  to get similarity below. 

                                                           













;,0

;,1
),(

ii

ii

ii qtif

qtif
qtSim                                                                （ ）4  

(2)  Similarity between indexes of certain number type 
When two index values of network public opinion emergency are expressed by certain numbers, we can use Hamming 
distance to measure the similarity as below. 

 ),(1),( iiii qtdqtSim  )min/(max1 iiii qt                                        （ ）5  
where ii qt ,  represent the real numbers of ith warning decision index of two network public opinion emergency cases 

T and Q ; imax , imin  are the maximum and minimum values of the ith index of network public opinion emergency 
cases, respectively. 
 
(3) Similarity calculation between fuzzy indexes 
When the index values of current network public opinion emergency T and source case Q  are expressed by fuzzy 
number, such as the public opinion spreading speed is very quick, alert degree is serious, and if the ith index values of 
two network public opinion emergencies are trapezoidal fuzzy numbers ),,,(~

4321 iiiii ttttt  , 

1( ,i iq q 2 3 4, , )i i iq q q ，we use gradient average integration representation [15] to calculate similarity between the ith 
fuzzy index as  

))~()~(1/(1)~,~( iiii qptpqtSim                                                              （ ）6  

where 6/)22()~( 4321 iiiii tttttp     denotes the grade average integration value of it
~
；  

6/)22()~( 4321 iiiii qqqqqp   denotes the grade average integration value of iq~ . 
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(4)  Similarity between interval-valued warning decision indexes 
If the ith index value of current network opinion emergencyT and source case Q  are interval values ],[ 21 iii ttt  ，  

],[ 21 iii qqq  ， then the similarity between them is computed by 
 

},min{},max{
},max{

1),(
1122

2211

iiii

iiii
ii qtqt

qtqt
qtSim




 ;                                            （ ）7  

 
(5)  Similarity between intuitionistic fuzzy warning indexes 
If the ith index values of current network opinion emergencies T  and historical case Q  are intuitionistic fuzzy  
numbers , 

ii ttit  ,ˆ ， 
ii qqiq  ,ˆ ， then the similarity is computed by 

                                 }2/,max{4/){(1)ˆ,ˆ(
iiiiiiii qtqtqtqtii qtSim    ；                        （ ）8  

 
where ii  ,  represent the degree of support and opposition of people’s emotion towards the i th warning decision index 
of network public opinion emergency, and 10  ii v . 
 
Note: Not all the warning decision indexes of network public opinion emergency are involved in the case retrieval 
process. For example, in the slot of " basic information description of network public opinion emergency", the time, place, 
serial number of emergency case do not participate in case retrieval, so their weights are set as 0. However, the warning 
indexes and the risk factors in the slot of "description of network public opinion crisis early warning status and risk 
status” need to participate in case retrieval of the designed system. The nearest neighbor retrieval procedure in the 
internet public opinion emergency warning decision system is as follows. 
 
Step 1:  By similarity formulae (4 )-(8), we can compute similarity between indexes ijj qtsim ,( );      
Step 2:  Consider the obtained weight information from formulae (1)-(3),  we get the weighted similarity ( matching  
degree ) between current emergency problem T and each source case iQ . 
Step 3:  If },,2,1/),(max{),( miQTsimQTsim ir  , then source case rQ is the most matched historical emergency  
to the current uncertain network public opinion emergency. We can retrieval and adopt the warning decision solution of 
the network public opinion emergency source case rQ to facilitate the related government section making emergency 
decision plan for the  unexpected emergency.  
 
2.3.   Case adjustment for uncertain network public opinion emergency warning decision system 
In general, since the uncertain emergency decision environment are changed frequently, the retrieved network public 
opinion emergency case by the designed early warning decision system not completely match the current network opinion 
emergency problem, so the warning solution of the retrieved historical emergency only partially meets the current 
problem. Thus, we need to make appropriate adjustments [16,17] to the risk size, influence scope, alert degree, the early 
warning plan and decision strategy of the retrieved case to solve the new network public opinion emergency decision 
problem. Aiming at the characteristics of uncertain emergency warning decision system, we put forward the following 
three kinds of case adjustment methods for uncertain network public opinion emergency. 
 
(1) Construct the fuzzy knowledge base to adjust the matched early warning case 
By constructing the fuzzy knowledge base, system can store the historical network public sentiment emergency cases and 
the related warning decision strategies. These early warning decision knowledge can be tune out for expert reference to 
adjust the early warning results of the retrieved source case if needed. 
(2) Refer to relatively similar source cases to adjust the retrieved warning decision scheme 
In the process of network public opinion emergency case reasoning, we can rank all the historical internet public opinion 
emergencies according to the similarity values between the current emergency problem and each source case. At the same 
time, we can modify the corresponding warning plan of the matched case by the warning decision results of some 
relatively similar historical network public sentiment emergencies. 
(3) Modify emergency warning decision scheme by fuzzy comprehensive evaluation     
Since internet public opinion emergency is affected by many uncertain warning decision indexes like social, economic, 
natural environment risk factors. Therefore, by fuzzy comprehensive evaluation of these uncertain risk early-warning 
indexes, we can establish the fuzzy warning degree set, such as {extremely dangerous, very very dangerous, very 
dangerous, dangerous, fairly dangerous, slight}. Finally, we can also make fuzzy comprehensive evaluation on the risk 
size and the warning judgment result to guide the modification of the matched warning decision scheme. 
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2.4.   Case learning mechanism for uncertain internet public opinion emergency system 
Case reasoning process of network opinion emergency warning decision system can gradually add emergency problem 
and its warning decision solution as a new case to system source case-base, which will enlarge the system warning 
knowledge. However, not all the new emergency cases are added into the warning system case-base without selecting, 
otherwise the quality of network public emergency case and the efficiency of case reasoning will decline. Hence, we must 
design the following case learning mechanism to control case update and maintenance.    Let the case-base of network 
public opinion emergency warning decision system store a set of emergency cases },,,{ 21 mQQQQ  , where 

iQ )1( mi   is the i th historical source emergency case, and assume the similarity between the current network public 
opinion emergencyT and source case iQ [17] is denoted by ),( ii QTSimSim  ]1,0[ . Then we adopt the following case 
learning strategies for network public opinion emergency warning decision system. 
① If  ,i  ,0),(  ii QTSimSim  then all the historical source cases iQ )1( mi   do not match the current network  
public opinion emergency T , so the current emergency problem T can be regarded as a new case and added to case-base 
of the warning decision system.  
② If  i , ),( ii QTSimSim  =1, then the source case iQ  completely matches the current network opinion emergency  
problem T , so the unexpected network public opinion emergency can not be added into the case-base of this early 
warning decision system. 
③ If for any ,i  ),( ii QTSimSim  ,  then the new network public sentiment emergency can be added to the case  
base of the designed warning decision system. 
④  If there are some integrals ,i such that ),( ii QTSimSim  ,  then the unknown network public opinion emergency  
T  can not enter the system case-base, and we can modify warning decision solution of the current network opinion  
emergency by using the warning strategy and decision scheme of the historical source case with maximum iS . 
Here the threshold values  ,  are determined by related warning decision experts before case reasoning, and can be 
flexibly changed according to inference results. Initially, we can take the threshold value ,1.0 9.0  for 
convenience. 
⑤  In addition, some great network public opinion emergency disasters with the special background, the particular  
evolution process and dynamic laws can be added to the warning decision system case-base after careful analysis by the 
related emergency managers. 
 
3.  STRUCTURE MODULE AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE WARNING DECISION SYSTEM FOR 
UNCERTAIN NETWORK PUBLIC OPINION EMERGENCY  
We can use the software development tools including Delphi 7.0 and MS SQL Server 2000 to develop the foreground 
application program, and use SQL7.0 to manage the backstage of fuzzy case knowledge base of network public opinion 
emergency system. Finally, we design the warning decision support system of network public opinion emergency based on 
fuzzy case reasoning and retrieval mechanism. We must consider the practicability of the designed network public 
opinion emergency warning decision system, so that the system has good man-machine interface function and powerful 
warning decision ability. The designed warning decision system prototype of uncertain network public opinion emergency 
based on fuzzy case reasoning is shown in figure 1. 

 
Figure 1 Aided early warning decision system of uncertain network public opinion emergency 
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The main functions of the above structure modules in the designed uncertain network public opinion emergency 
intelligent warning decision system are demonstrated as follows. 
 
(1) Interaction system can complete the human-computer interaction, user registration, problem formalization, result 
display, coordinated control and information maintenance function of the uncertain network public opinion emergency 
warning decision system. 
(2) Fuzzy model base will complete the management of the prediction model for uncertain network public opinion 
emergency. By the selected fuzzy forecasting model, system can predict warning degree and risk status according to the 
input parameter and fuzzy warning characteristics of current emergency problem and the historical network public 
opinion emergencies, and then send the predicted alarm result to the case-based reasoning module. 
(3)  Early warning knowledge query module helps the users understand the process of network public opinion emergency 
warning decision and complete the process of determining the warning decision index, model and the method to display 
the query result of warning degree. 
(4) Case-based reasoning module is the core of uncertain network public opinion emergency warning decision system. 
According to the network public opinion emergency input and fuzzy reasoning rule, it searches all the historical cases and 
retrieves the optimal warning decision scheme of the most matched source case in system case-base to guide the warning 
decision of current network public opinion emergency problem. 
(5) Case modification module will adjust the warning decision result of system and assess the risk of current network 
public opinion emergency based on fuzzy comprehensive evaluation from the relatively similar source cases and the 
related network public opinion emergency knowledge base. Finally, it will get the comprehensive warning result of the 
new network opinion emergency, including the warning degree, the corresponding emergency plan and decision strategy. 
(6) Case learning module decides whether the current uncertain network public opinion emergency can be regarded as a 
new case and added to the warning decision system case-base according to the designed case learning mechanism and 
condition. 
(7) Alarm module employs the modified warning result by fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method to release the warning 
degree and alarm form in different ways, then remind the related warning management attention, arouse emergency 
response and take corresponding emergency decision measures. 
(8) Fuzzy case base and its management subsystem mainly complete some case maintenance functions, like adding, 
revising, deleting network public opinion emergency case, and provide support for the early warning knowledge query 
module. 
(9) Fuzzy rule knowledge base and its management system are mainly responsible for the management of the related 
warning decision knowledge, reasoning mechanism and emergency decision strategy, which can provide a collaborative 
support for other warning decision system modules. 

 
By the related experimental analysis, the most matched warning result of some known network public opinion emergency 
inferred from the designed warning decision is nearly consistent with the released warning sign, which indicates the 
reliability of our designed network public opinion emergency system and verifies the rationality of the extracted indexes 
of uncertain network public opinion emergency warning system. Moreover, the user interface of the designed warning 
decision system is simple and flexible. Also, the user can preset the alarm parameters, and release various alarm results 
according to the actual warning status, which can greatly assist the related government management section to make 
timely emergency decision for the new network public opinion emergency with uncertain index information. 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
This paper introduces the main structure modules of warning decision system for uncertain network public opinion 
emergency based on fuzzy case reasoning. By implementing the designed warning decision system, we can easily get the 
warning degree and make the corresponding emergency decision scheme for unknown network public opinion emergency 
problem from the matched historical emergency case. The aided warning decision system employs fuzzy knowledge 
reasoning and fuzzy comprehensive evaluation in the nearest neighbor retrieval process, which provide a beneficial 
exploration for uncertain network public opinion emergency early warning decision collaborative linkage system. 
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